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Update on “Aid for Ukraine” – May 07, 2022
As the war in Ukraine has continued on, so have Alessia’s efforts to help the
many people in need.
The cable they used to hoist
supplies to the bridge

In mid-April Alessia and her family turned their focus to Chernihiv in
northeastern Ukraine where they spent over a week bringing food, water,
medicine and hygiene products to remote villages. Earlier in the war, Ukrainian
troops blew up the bridges to this area to stall Russian troops from reaching
Kyiv. Enemy troops have since withdrawn, but families in the Chernihiv
region are now isolated from supply lines. To get food to these villages,
Alessia and her team needed to hoist supplies up with a cable to a waiting van
so a partner from the Chernihiv region could distribute goods to the neediest
families.
When Alessia and her
family returned from the
trip to Chernihiv they found
that the shelling had
intensified in their area in
retaliation for the sinking of
a Russian battleship. In her
words, “Today it’s not very
calm. Many planes were
flying in the sky, flying
very low and very loud…it
This mother with 3 children in Chernihiv was
This widow has 6 children - 3 of whom remained was very scary today.”
extremely grateful for the food they received.
hidden in fear while Tolik delivered supplies.
Two days later a rocket hit
nearby. The house shook and they hid under beds, but, thankfully, everyone was unharmed.
One of the things we love about Alessia is she thinks about
the emotional needs of the children in her care. As
warplanes
flew
overhead,
the
children
became
very
scared. So
Alessia
took
advantage of a box of toys that arrived with the last
shipment from Romania. They spread mattresses on

the floor for the children to sit on, served hot cocoa and cookies, and used a toy rhino and wolf to create
a fairy tale for the children. The children laughed a lot when the wolf brought milk to a toy goat. Alessia
says, “Although we adults were scared, we held on because the children looked at us. We stayed calm so
the children became calm too. We did it for the children. But the adults coming to the building hugged
and cried, because it was very scary today.”
In the midst of this, they cook for up to 200 people
each day, and food supplies are delivered to many
more families who are taking care of people
displaced by the war. The need for food and
housing for refugees just keeps growing, and they
are constantly looking for new places to put them.
In early May, for example, Alessia and her family
found an abandoned house. They located the owner
and received permission to use it, so they spent
three days cleaning and painting the house which is
now temporary housing for nine refugees.
Recently they returned to Kyiv for more forays into
the Chernihiv region. Their news is reporting that
40,000 people are returning to the capital every day, but they found no signs of people returning. In one
apartment block of 755 units only 19 are occupied. “The city is empty and dark. There are lots of
sirens…I need to get used to it... It’s really scary there.”
Alessia says Ukrainians have seen photos and heard news of all the support they are receiving from
abroad, and she says everyone is really grateful. She says it is very important to them and really
encourages them. Thank you for allowing us to be part of that support.
Sincerely,
Christina, Lisa, and the rest of the Global Pearls team

